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G-quadruplexes (G4) are now extensively recognised as a peculiar non-canonical DNA geometry that plays a prime

importance role in processes of biological relevance whose number is increasing continuously. The same is true for the

less-studied RNA G4 counterpart. G4s are stable structures; their geometrical parameters may be finely tuned not only by

the presence of particular sequences of nucleotides but also by the salt content of the medium or by a small molecule that

may act as a peculiar topology inducer. 
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1. Introduction

A G-quadruplex (G4) is a four-stranded DNA or RNA structure with stacked guanine tetrads (G-tetrads) held together by

eight hydrogen bonds (Figure 1a) . At the end of the XX  century, quadruplex sequences were identified at the end of

telomeric DNA in eukaryotic chromosomes  and gene promoter regions . These first findings constituted the start of

enthusiastic studies on G4s, which became the target for cutting-edge research, in particular for the design and

development of novel anticancer drugs. The studies on RNA G4s are more recent, but it is now clear that RNA G4s and

G4s formed on RNA-DNA hybrids are also involved in regulating chromosome functions that involve DNA, RNA and

RNA/DNA complexes . In the last two decades, researchers searched for molecules that could selectively

discriminate between G4s and double-stranded DNA/RNA polynucleotides. However, it quickly became clear that

sequences that could fold into G4s could have produced species with a very rich structural polymorphism and that

different G4s typologies could be associated with different cellular processes . Selectivity is a key point for efficient

therapies, so the problem moved to enable the differentiation of different types of G4s. Note that polymorphisms need to

be carefully considered not only from a static point of view but also in the frame of several geometries connected by

equilibria . The major, dominating one will depend not only on geometrical/sequence factors but also on the medium

(type and concentration of cations) and on the possible presence of some small molecule, specially designed to switch the

reaction towards a peculiar geometry. This aspect, on the one hand, complicates much of the picture but, on the other

hand, is fascinating and opens the way to new scientific strategies to reach the goal to find optimised drugs or even using

G4 assemblies for obtaining responsive nanomaterials with electronic, biomedical and drug-delivery applications .

Figure 1. (a) The guanine-tetrad (G4) and (b) examples of structural conformations of G4s. In (b), the intramolecular type

is taken into account; the same classifications hold in the intermolecular case. In (b), the oligonucleotide strand goes in

the 5′ to 3′ direction; the vertical arrows (red or pink) indicate the direction of the part of the strand involved in G-tetrad
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formation, and the diagonal arrows refer to the direction of the loops. The latter can be of three types: (i) the lateral loop

connects two adjacent guanines of the same G-quartet plane (brown arrow); (ii) the diagonal loop connects two opposite

guanines of the same G-quartet plane (yellow arrow) and (iii) the propeller loop connects two guanines belonging to two

different (upper and lower) G-quartet planes (green arrow).

G4s can arise from the folding of a single strand (intramolecular G4). The formation of these quadruplex structures in

human chromosomes is possible since the terminal nucleotides of telomeric DNA are single-stranded . On the other

hand, G4s can be formed by the combination of two or more separated strands (intermolecular G4s). G4s can display a

wide variety of topologies (Figure 1b), as a consequence of several possible combinations of strand direction (intended

as 5′ → 3′), number of G-tetrads, as well as variations in the size and the disposition of the loops (arising from the

nucleotides not involved in the G-tetrads). G4s can be classified as parallel if the strands are all oriented in the same

direction (4 ↑ or ↓) . On the contrary, antiparallel structures derive from strands directed in different ways (2↑+ 2↓) ;

these G4s can be arranged as a chair or basket-type structures depending on the loops’ position. If the structure is

instead formed by three parallel and one antiparallel strand, the G4 is defined as a hybrid (3↑ + 1↓ or 3↓ + 1↑) .

The formation, stability and conformation of the quadruplexes are dependent on monovalent cations . M  ions can

conveniently fit into the central channel of the G-tetrads, according to the strong negative electrostatic potential created by

the guanine oxygen atoms . The precise location of the cation depends on the nature of M . Na  ions have been found

as centred in the plane of a G-tetrad as well as in the space between two successive G-tetrads; K  ions are, instead,

always equidistant between each G-tetrad plane and form a symmetric tetragonal bipyramidal configuration with the eight

oxygen atoms . Because K  is much more abundant than Na  in cellular environments, the knowledge of the human

telomeric G4 structure in K  solution is more important. K  ions have been found to induce hybrid-type conformations for

human telomeric G4, whereas Na  ions tend to promote antiparallel structures . M  ions may also play an important

role ; for instance, Ca  will favour parallel structures .

As already cited above, ligand–G4 interactions are extensively investigated since G4s are involved in important biological

processes, especially concerning cancer cells . Therefore, ligands that stabilize or induce the formation of G4

structures can be considered promising anticancer agents . Besides crystals, as for geometries in solution, detailed

CD and NMR spectroscopic studies, together with computational investigations , have provided a clear

understanding of quadruplex structures. Additionally, innovative approaches such as 2D IR spectroscopy are proposed for

analysing G4 structures . On this basis, it is possible to develop a rational approach to the design of quadruplex binding

ligands with potential anticancer activity . Geometrical complementarity plays a major role in the search for high affinity

and selectivity. Good G4 binders should present extended π-planar structures able to stack the external G-tetrads.

Moreover, positively charged substituents promote the affinity with the grooves and the loops of G4 thanks to the

electrostatic attraction with the negatively charged phosphate backbone. Lastly, a partial positive charge, substituting the

cationic charge of the potassium or sodium that would normally occupy the G4 centre, can increase adduct stabilisation

. Optimal ligands should be selective for G4 over double-helix DNA since the double-stranded helix constitutes the

major component of the human genome and its binding can prelude general cellular toxicity . G4 selectivity can arise,

at least in part, from the difference between the large, highly accessible surface area of a terminal quartet compared with

the much smaller, less accessible G-C or A-T base pair surfaces of a typical duplex DNA . Common G4 binders are

macrocyclic ligands such as porphyrins, phthalocyanines and their metal complexes . Meso-5,10,15,20-Tetrakis-(N-

methyl-4-pyridyl)porphine (TMPyP4) represents the most commonly studied example for the porphyrin class . Metal–

salphen and metal–salen complexes have shown strong affinity and high selectivity for G4s as well . Square-planar

Ni(II)–salphen complexes have been found to inhibit telomerase activity by stabilizing G4 structures . Aromatic

molecules that bear charged peripheral chains (such as perylene diimide and phenanthroline derivatives) can bind G4

through the π-stacking interaction between the aromatic core and the G-tetrads along with electrostatic interactions

between the substituents and the G4 backbone . Investigations on non-planar metal complexes are rarer, but some

examples have been reported in the literature anyway. For example, the binding properties of dinuclear [Ru(II)

(phen) (dppz) ] complexes have been successfully investigated . Concerning the binding position of the ligand, the

intercalation of small molecules between the quadruplex tetrads is thought to be difficult because G4s are extremely

stable and rigid. Besides, Figure 1a enlightens the presence of eight hydrogen bonds in one G-tetrad, i.e., more than the

two or three hydrogen bonds present in each AT or GC base pairing, respectively. Accordingly, any possible G4 distortion

requires a very high energy cost . Thus, the stacking of the ligand on the outer surface of G4 as well as its disposition

on the grooves appear to be more energetically favourable and probable binding modes (Figure 2) .
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Figure 2. (a) Ligand–G4 interaction sites (the structure is PDB-1XAV, a monomeric parallel-stranded G4 from human c-

MYC promoter). (b) Ligand–G4 complex types cartoon: the yellow rectangle refers to a species whose G4 interaction is

driven by upper G4 stacking; the green one refers to a species able to intercalate itself between two adjacent tetrads; the

red one refers to a molecule that chooses lateral grooves as the preferred binding site.

2. G4 ligands

2.1. Porphyrins

TMpyP4 can bind to hybrid structures, both by the external G-tetrad planes and with the bases of the interconnecting

loops; this interaction produces a destabilisation of the hybrid geometry and finally leads to a switch to basket-type

antiparallel topologies. However, this occurs under diluted conditions only; the same authors analysed what happens

under molecular crowding conditions (40% w/v of PEG200) and found that the parallel structure becomes the majority and

is not affected anymore by TMPyP4 binding . Methyl mesoporphyrin IX increases the parallel component of different

G4s . A peculiar behaviour, already evidenced in Ma’s paper, deserves to be highlighted also here: porphyrazine can

induce antiparallel quadruplex conformations and can be used also along with a complementary ligand to controllably

switch quadruplex conformations between parallel and antiparallel topologies (Figure 3) . Note that even more

complicated systems can be engineered: N-methyl mesoporphyrin IX (NMM) was utilized to first convert a hybrid G4 into

the parallel fold, and then cationic hemicyanine dyes are used to exchange NMM and favour antiparallel or hybrid

topologies. Thus, NMM affords a topology that differs from one directly favoured by the hemicyanines and enables the

monitoring of the binding by the loss of its fluorescence upon binding . The planar square-based Cu(II) 12-MC-4

metallacrown has some geometrical similarities with porphyrin metal complexes and, similarly to what happens, for

instance, in the case of the iron-porphyrin hemin , induces transformations into the parallel form .

Figure 3. DNA conformational switching according to Rodriguez and co-workers .
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2.2. Phenanthrolines Derivatives and Their Metal Complexes

A benzophenanthridine derivative (Figure 4a) can switch antiparallel G4s into parallel ones ; interestingly, among other

similar derivatives, it is the only molecule able to produce this effect on G4 sequences from HIF1α (the subunit of a

hypoxia-inducible factor heterodimeric protein) and to consequently interfere with HIF1α binding to a transcriptional factor.

The same switching behaviour from antiparallel to parallel is also found for a 9-aminoacridine derivative (Figure 4b) on a

G4-forming sequence, which is the one identified in the promoter region of Nrf2 (nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 2)

. As for metal complexes, ruthenium ones are the more abundantly studied. The Ru–indoloquinoline complex shown

in Figure 4c can convert a hybrid telomeric structure into an antiparallel G4 and also destroy the G4 structure in the case

of interaction with parallel c-MYC . The hybrid-antiparallel conversion ability is retained when a –OCH  functionality is

added to the indoloquinoline ligand . In this family of ruthenium complexes, the presence of chirality is always an

interesting aspect to take into account. The –CN derivative shown in Figure 4d showed a marked enantiospecific

behaviour as Λ-[Ru(TAP) (11-CN-dppz)]  (TAP = 1,4,5,8-tetraazaphenanthrene, dppz = dipyridophenazine) changes

parallel topologies into antiparallel ones, whereas Δ-[Ru(TAP) (11-CN-dppz)]  is not a switch inducer. This behaviour is

analysed in the details thanks to the comparison between crystallographic data, synchrotron radiation circular dichroism

(SRCD) and spectroscopic/melting tests, elucidating that the observed behaviour is a consequence of the increased

stabilisation of syn-guanosine by the Λ-enantiomer .

Figure 4. Molecular structures of the G4-topology switchers reviewed here; (a) , (b) , (c) , (d) ,(e) , (f) , (g)

, (h) .

 

2.3. Pericyclic Compounds

Coralyne (Figure 4e), a known synthetic protoberberine alkaloid, can induce the transformation of hybrid/antiparallel G4

to parallel forms. Detailed circular dichroism, molecular dynamics and H/ C/ P NMR analyses produced a picture with

coralyne stacking at two upper and lower tetrads, accompanied by the formation of a hydrogen bond; i.e., a highly specific

interaction at the molecular level that induces the specific changes in the G4 backbone, which may be the basis for the

switch . Similarly, the sanguinarine alkaloid (Figure 4f) can induce the conformational change from hybrid G4 to

antiparallel basket-type conformations .

The naphthalene diimide (NDI) shown in Figure 4g can induce a switch of G4 morphology from hybrid to parallel; the

authors use their spectroscopic data (circular dichroism, NMR and fluorescence tests, including Förster resonance energy

transfer experiments) to gain information on a detailed step-by-step reaction mechanism for which they propose the

intermediates’ geometries . More extended perylene diimides (PDI) also interfere with the G4 topologies: the molecule

shown in Figure 4h is found, in particular by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry, to drive the formation of a parallel

G4 form starting from a mixed parallel/antiparallel geometry .

[...further information on other compounds may be found at 10.3390/molecules27134165....]
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